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Let ah = (A - AI-l be the resolvent of a self-adjoint operator A acting 
in a Hilbert space H. If G C H is a subspace of H and P is the orthogonal 
projection of H onto G, then the operator 
4 =P.ti;, IO (1) 
acting on G is called a generalized resolve&. We denote the second member 
in (1) by pr8, . It is known that a family of operators R, , Im h # 0, on G is 
a generalized resolvent if and only if R, is a holomorphic function of h on 
each half-plane of definition and 
(i) R, = RA*, 
(ii) -itR,, --t I (weakly) as t + co, 
(iii) Im(RPq X) 3 0 when Im h > 0 for each x E G. 
This characterization follows from the characterization due to R. Nevanlinna 
of complex functions f(a), Im z # 0, which can be represented in the form 
by a nondecreasing bounded function a(t). 
Defining the operator K(h; p) by 
m CL) = x _ ~ , (4 - R,), (Im A, Im p > 0), (3) 
condition (iii) has the easily verified alternate interpretation 
(iii)’ (K(A, A) x, X) 2 0, (Im h > 0, x E G). 
* This research was supported in part by a National Science Foundation grant. 
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In Section 1 of this paper we give a characterization of generalized resol- 
vents in terms of this kernel. 1Ve follow the technique used by a number of 
authors for various integral characterizations, notably Koran+ [2] and 
Devinatz [3--71. As an application we obtain new necessary and sufficient 
conditions that a scalar functionf(Z) admit a representation (2). 
In Section 2 we extend the results of Section 1 to n-parameter generalized 
resolvents. In particular, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions that a 
complex function f(~, .w), Im a, Im u’ + 0, admit a representation 
(4) 
by a nonnegative bounded measure dor in the plane. 
1. A NEW CHARACTERIZATION OF GENERALIZED RESOLVENTS 
In general, a kernel K(h; I*) defined on some product set F x F and taking 
values in the set B(H) of bounded operators on the Hilbert space His said to 
be of positive type if 
f i (K(hj; hp) Xp f s%j) 2 0 
p=lj=l 
(5) 
for each finite subset {h, ,..., h,} C F and {x1 ,..., x,) C H. Assuming R, is 
a generalized resolvent on G, the kernel (3) is of positive type. In fact 
R, = pr& for some resolvent acting in a superspace H 1 G and 
= i Xihp(R~jRA,Xp , Xj) 
p,i=l 
= El ( 
hpR~,Xp ) f hjR~jXj 3 0 
i=l 1 
by Hilbert’s relation. This proves the necessity of the conditions of the 
THEOREM. In order that a family of operators R, , Im h # 0, be a general- 
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ized resolvent it is necessary and su@-ient that (i) and (ii) hold and that the 
kernel (3) be of positive type. 
Our strategy for the proof of the sufficiency of the conditions is to show 
they imply the known characterization given above. Since (iii)’ follows 
immediately from (5), it remains to prove that R, is a holomorphic function 
of h in each half-plane of definition. 
Let Ha be the linear space of all G-vector valued functions QJ(Z), 
0 < Im z < co, representable in the form 
for 0 < Im hi < CO, xi E G, i = l,..., n, with addition and scalar multiplica- 
tion defined in the obvious way. Define the form (0, a) for functions T(Z) and 
(6) 
The last equation follows since 
which is a consequence of (i) and (3) or of (5) directly. By the third member 
in (6) we see that (., .) is independent of the particular representation of r+~ 
and by the last member it is independent of the representation of $. Clearly, 
this form is bilinear, symmetric, and, by the assumption of positive type, 
positive. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, if (&r), q(z)) = 0, then 
lk4-4 Y)l" = IM4, w? PL) Y)l" G c?Jw, ?44) . (Wz; P) Y, w; PI Y) = 0. 
Since this is true for all y and CL, p)(z) is the zero function. Therefore the 
form (., .) is an inner-product on the space H,, . In general, H,, is not a com- 
plete space. In fact the sequence {K(z; in) x}L1 is fundamental by virtue of 
condition (ii) but does not tend to any element p)(z) in general. Let H be the 
completion of H,, to a Hilbert space. Then the sequence above converges to a 
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function which we denote by K(z; i ~xj) .x whose inner-product with the 
functions of H can be deduced from the relations 
and 
(K(z; A) y, K(z; i 00) x) = lj+nJK(in, A) 37, x) = -X(R,,y, x) 
(K((z; i co) y, K(z; i co) x) = lpp(z; in) y, I+; i co) x) 
= b-2 - in(R&y, x) = (y, x). 
In view of this we may embed G in H by identifying 
xetK(z;ico)x. 
Moreover, if P is the orthogonal projection of H onto G, then we must have 
P&z; A) x = --hR,x E G. 
In fact for all y E G 
(PI+; A) x, K(z; i al) y) = (K(z; A) x, PK(z; i co) y) 
= (I+; A) x, K(z; i co) y) = (--AR,x, y) 
from which our assertion follows. 
For functions K(z; A) x E H,, let AK(.z; A) x denote 
hK(z; A) x - xqz; i 00) x. 
Then formally A is hermitian; that is, 
(,4qz; h) x, K(z; /L) y) = (,ii - 4-l [~,W(Rpx, Y) - &Wh r)l 
= (K(z; A) x, A+; CL) 39. 
Therefore we may define the operator ,4 on H,, by 
This is well defined for if 
v(z) = i K(z; A,) x9 = 0 
p=1 
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is a representation of the zero function, then A&) = 0. In fact, for all 
w = R? P)Y> 
Moreover, this equation holds for linear combinations of such functions, that 
is, for all I,@) E H, . But Ho is dense in H and our assertion follows. Since 
the hermitian property extends to linear combinations of the K(z; A) X, it is 
revealed that A is a symmetric operator which we may assume to be closed. 
Since A is symmetric, the resolvent 
s, = (A - u-1 
exists for Im (A) # 0 and is bounded 
II 4 II ,< I Im W’. 
We will show that the domain of S,, is H for Im h > 0. The equation 
(A - AI) K(z; p) x = (p - A) qz; p) x - pK(z; i a) x 
furnishes 
(A - AI) zqz; A) x = --hK(z; i 03) x 
when Im (A) > 0. Therefore, 
(7) 
(A - AI) qz; p) x = (p - A) qz; p) 2. + (A - Al) (P/4 q-G A) *, 
or 
(A - AI) [(p - q-1 K(z; p) x - pLx-‘(p - A)-’ K(z; A) x] = qz; p) x. 
It follows that D(S,) 3 H,, . But S,, is a bounded operator and so its domain 
is all of H. Finally we shall show that 
4 = pr& , Im(A) > 0. 
Indeed, using (7) we have 
(R,x, y) = -A-l(--AR,x, y) 
= -A-yqz; A) x, K(z; i Co) y) 
= (S,K(z; i co) x, K(z; i co) y) 
which proves the assertion. 
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It now follows from the holomorphicity of the resolvent S,\ that R,, is also 
holomorphic on the upper half of the complex plane. But by condition (i) 
of the hypotheses, R,, is holomorphic on the lower half-plane as well. This 
completes the proof. 
-4s an immediate corollary we have the scalar version of the theorem which 
furnishes a new characterization of complex functions (2). 
COROLLARY. The complex-valued function f(z), Im z > 0, can be repre- 
sented in the form (2) by a nondecreasing bounded function a(t) ; f  and only ;f  
and (i) lim 
t-r, - itf (it) exists and is nonnegative 
(ii) the dzzerence kernel 
iip - 
K(X; p) = 7 h _ cL (f (4 -f(P)), ImA,Imp>O, 
is positive dejinite, i.e., 
for all jinite subsets h 1 ,..., ;\,, of complex numbers in the upper half-plane and 
al ,..., a, of arbitrary complex numbers. 
2. Two PARAMETER RESOLVENTS 
In this section we use the following notation: The ordered pair (Al, As) 
of complex numbers whose k-th component is A*, k = 1,2 will be denoted 
by A, h = (Al, h”). By nh we mean the product ?rA = h1X2. 
Let R$ be the resolvent of the self-adjoint operator A”, k = 1,2, acting 
in the Hilbert space H. If the spectral functions of A1 and A2 commute, 
then the composition 
defines an operator-valued function l?(A) on H of two independent param- 
eters P, Im A” # 0, k = 1, 2, in general. We call l?(h) the 2-parameter 
resolvent of A1 and A2. It can be shown that a(A) has the following character- 
izing properties: 
(i) R(A) = R*(A), 
(ii) The weak limits 
lh~~ tlR(itl, h2) and ,hym PR(Xl, it*) 
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exist and 
tl fiim_l - t1t21i(it1, it2) = I (weakly). 
* 
(iii) R(X) t’ fi sa IS es the 2-parameter resolvent equation, i.e., 
,(A - p) R(A) R(p) = R(Al, A”) - R(Al, p2) - R(,l, P) + R(pl, p2). 
We introduce the notation n(X - I*) AuAR for the right hand side of (iii). Our 
exact meaning of the limits appearing in (ii) is, for example in the first case, 
both the weak limits 
lim tlR(itl, Xz) 
t’++a 
and lim t’R(it’, h2) 
tl---r 
exist and are, moreover, equal. 
Next let G C H be a subspace of H and P : H + G be the orthogonal 
projection onto G. An operator R(X) on G for which 
holds for some 2-parameter resolvent a(h) on H is called a generalized 
2-parameter resolvent. 
It is easy to see that a generalized two-parameter resolvent satisfies (i) and 
(ii) above but not (iii) in general. In view of this we are led to consider the 
3our parameter kernel 
K’(h; /L) = rrhrp A;R, provided Xl # pl, x2 # p2. (8) 
Since R(h) is weakly (hence also strongly) holomorphic from the same prop- 
erty for a(h), we may even define K’(h; p) for the exceptional cases. For 
example, 
p’X27rp 
Kyp, x2; pl, 11.2) = x2 
P2 
[R&l, x2) - R&l, p2)], if A2 # p2 
and 
K’($, cL2; $9 p2) = (~4~ R,,(P), 
where R, is the partial derivative of R(X1, h2) with respect to its first variable 
and RI2 is the partial derivative of R, with respect to its second variable. 
For convenience we also extend our notation in the second member of (8) 
to include these exceptional cases. 
With K’ thus defined it follows from the resolvent Eq. (iii) that 
WV; II) x, Y) = rh@(@ &,> x, Y) 
= (TrpR(p) x, 7rM(X) y). 
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Hence K’ is of positive type, i.e., 
E i (K’(A,; A,) s 
I,=1 j=l 
p; Yj) = (i: ~,\,R(X,) .~p ,  ~ Fuji .~i) 
II=1 1=1 
for finite subsets {x1 ,..., x,} C G and {h, ,..., h,) C (C - R)*. 
As we will see below, this condition is characteristic of a generalized resol- 
vent. But superficially weaker conditions are sufficient.l For sl, 9; t’, t2 real 
and nonzero let 
K(s; t) = K’(is; it); 
then K is the kernel of S(tl, t”) = R(it’, zP) and is of positive type. This 
proves the necessity of the 
THEOREM. In order that a family of operators S(tl, t2), tl, t” real and non- 
zero, in the Hilbert space G have a unique extension to Re tk # 0 which is a 
ge-neratized 2-parameter resoZv& it is necessary and su&cierzt that 
(a) S(-t) = S*(t), 
(b) w - limtl+foo tlS(t’, t2) and w - iimts+fm t2S(t1, t*) exist and 
w - limtl,t2,*, - TrtS(t) = I, 
and 
(c) S(tl, t2) has weakly continuous mixed partial derivatives of second 
order and the kernel 
is of positive type. 
K(s, t) = --rrsrtA,“S 
Proof. Assuming the conditions (a)-(c) we first observe that K($, 8; tl, t2) 
is a weakly continuous function of four variables. Now we proceed just as in 
the l-parameter case and define the reproducing kernel Hilbert space Has the 
completion of the inner-product space H,, of all functions 
with t,l, tp2 real and nonzero and xI, E G, p = l,..., n. As before, there is a 
function K(u; cc) x E H which we identify with x E G by virtue of the relation 
Mu; t)Y, Ktu; ~0) x) = - 4W) Y, 4; 
1 The author is indebted to Professor R. McKelvey for this simplification. 
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from which it follows that 
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And finally the orthogonal projection P of H onto G is determined by the 
relation 
PK(u; t) s = -d(t) x E G. 
Next define AelK(u; t) x by 
A*lK(u; t) x = it’K(u; t) .T - itlK(u; m, t2) x (9) 
whose second member exists by virtue of condition (b). 
Since AD1 is formally hermitian, Eq. (9) can be extended by linearity to all 
of H,, and determines a symmetric operator which we denote by ~4,~. We 
shall show that the range of A, 1 - id is dense in H for real a # 0. First, 
(A,1 - icyl) K(u; 01, t2) x = -ilxK(u; 00, P). 
Therefore, if tr # 01, 
(A,’ - id) (it1 - ia)-’ (K(u; t’, P) x - (t+) K(u; CY, t”) x) 
= K(u; t’, t”) x. 
And by the continuity of K, 
11 K(u; a, t”) x - K(u; t’, t2) x ]I2 
tends to zero as t’ -+ 01. Hence 
Cl(ran(A,* - ial)) 3 ITo = H. 
In particular, this holds for o! = f 1 so that A,,’ has a self-adjoint extension, 
namely, its closure which we denote by A*. Finally we observe that 
K(u; tl, co) x E D(Al) and that 
AIK(u; tl, CJ) x = itlK(u; tl, 03) x - itlK(u; 00) x. 
In fact K(u; tr, t2) x tends to K(u; rl, co) x and, in view of (9), .4’K(u; tl, t’) x 
tends to the second member above as ta increases without bound. Therefore 
our assertion follows since -4’ is closed. 
In an analogous way we see that the equation 
AzK(u; tl, t*) x = SK@; t) x - zFK(u; tl, co) x 
409140/3- 13 
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determines a self-adjoint operator *-P whose domain includes the linear span 
of ZZ,, u {K(u; co, P) s : t2 f 0, s E G). and for which 
(2 - $Z) zqu; t’, /I) .v 7: -$?K(u; t’, 02) s. 
Moreover, we shall show that A1 and -1” commute. For this purpose it is 
sufficient to observe this property on the dense subset ZZ,, . But 
91.42zqu; t) s 
= -%-t(K(u; t) x - zqu; co, P) s - zqu; tl, ccl) x + zqu; co) x) 
= A”AVqzL; t) x 
from which the assertion follows. Therefore there exists a spectral function 
E(9, T”) defined in the (Al, 9) plane determined by A1 and A2 with the prop- 
erty that 
f(;4l, A2) = j-“,,“,,T’, T”) dE(T1, T’) 
for every function f( T1, T’) bounded and measurable with respect to the 
InemKe df?(T1,T2). In p~&XIkir, 
(Al - iaZ) (A2 - ZpZ) z‘qu; 01, /I) x = -i&41 - ial) K(u; a, aI) m 
= -$K(u; co) x, 
and therefore, 
-4w(% B) x9 Y) 
= (zqu; a, f!?) s, zqu; co) 3’) 
= -a/3((,42 - i/3Z)-1 (Al - iciZ)-l zqu; co) s, K(u; 00) y) 
It 
s I 
.a 
- -d (Tl-;,;(T2 - $) d(E(T1, T”) K(U; a) x, K(u; a) y). -co- -cc 
We now use this representation to extend S(iP, ih2) to Im P # 0 by replacing 
iol with A1 and i/3 with h2. In addition, if a(x) is the 2-parameter resolvent acting 
in H determined by A1 and AZ, the representation shows that 
(St-4 x, y) = (W) x, y). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As an immediate application we have the scalar version of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. In order that the complex function f (9, z2), Im .z+ # 0, admit 
a representation 
f@) = j-;m,;m (7’ - zl)-l (T” - X2)-l do((G, T”) 
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by a nonnegative bounded measure da(T) in the plane, it is necessary and suficient 
that 
(i) f(-it) =f(it) 
(ii) the limits 
,JjFm Wit), )iym t”f(it) 
and 
lim 
t’,t”+*m 
- Wf(it) 
exist and the latter be positive, and 
(iii) f  (itl, it”) have continuous mixed partial derivatives of second order 
and the kernel 
K(s; t) = -rrsntA$f (s, t real and nonzero) 
be positive dejnite, i.e., 
5 a,S&t,; tJ 3 0 
P,j=l 
for all$nite sequences t, ,..., t, in (R - {0})2 and a, ,..., a,, in C. 
The same method used to prove the theorem may be generalized to furnish 
the analogous result for n parameters, n = 1, 2,... . Here we assume the 
operator valued function R(it), t = (tl,..., t”) E (R - (Oj)“, to have weakly 
continuous n-th order partial derivatives. Using the notation AkR for 
1 1 
44 - h4 rn~*....rn,=l,2 
(-l)n+ml+...+mn R(& ,..., AZ,) 
in case AIL # Ask, 1 < k < n, and for the appropriate limit otherwise, define 
the kernel K by 
K( - t,; tz) = n(itl) n(it2) A~$?. 
With the obvious modifications of our notation and terminology, we state the 
n-parameter version as follows: 
THEOREM. d farnib ofoperators R(it), t E (R - (O})“, on a Hilbert space G 
has a unique extension to it = h E (C - R)” which is a generalized n-parameter 
resolvent if and only if 
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and 
(c) K is of positice type, i.e., 
for all$nite sequences t, ,..., t, in (R - (0))7z and xl ,..., x, in G. 
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